
Instructions for 'Wide Spiked Bracelet (Silver)' Kit
Project KB-SP-025Z   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Julie Bean

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

18 - triple spike bars

1 - spool of stretch cord

1 - tube of glue

Recommended Tools (not included)
Scissors

Techniques Taught:
How to tie an overhand knot

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/ebk-wide-spiked-bracelet-kit.html

In your kit your are receiving 18 triple spike bars. Each bar measures approximately 1/2" wide, thus giving you enough
to make a 9 inch bracelet. Choose how many you want to use before starting your project.

You will also need a toothpick or scrap piece of wire to use as an applicator to apply your glue.

Cut two lengths of stretch fiber, 18 inches long each.1. 

Lay one of the spike bars in front of you so it is vertically oriented and the spikes are facing up.2. 

Thread one of your cut lengths of stretch fiber through the bottom hole of the spike bar. Pull the stretch fiber so that there is a tail of
approximately 3 or 4 inches sticking out the end of the spike bar. String on another spike bar. Keep repeating until you have as
many spike bars as you want for your bracelet (for instance, to make an 8 inch bracelet, you would string on 16 spike bars). It helps
to lay them flat on the table as you do this and make sure to scoot them down the fiber so they all can be strung on but do not scoot
them so far down that they slide off of the fiber. Also make sure that they are all facing the same direction.

3. 

At this point you should have all your spike bars laying on the table side by side with a length of fiber running through all their
bottom holes.

4. 

Take your other piece of cut stretch fiber and carefully run it through all the top holes of your spike bars.5. 

Carefully flip over all your bars, keeping the stretch fiber in them.6. 

Return to the original stretch fiber length you strung and tie an overhand knot* with the two ends, thus bringing your spike bars into
a bracelet shape. Do not pull too tight, just tight enough that there are no gaps between the bars. Using a toothpick or small piece
of wire as an applicator, place a dab of glue over your knot. Tie a second overhand knot.

7. 

Repeat the previous step with the stretch fiber that is running through the top holes of the spike bars.8. 

At this point you can let your glue dry and trim the tails or you can run each tail back through the hole in an adjacent spike bar and
tie a reinforcing knot or two, adding glue into the knots each time. At the very end, trim your tails.

9. 

Enjoy!10. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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